Tema’s DATA LAB invites you to a Data & Ethics Workshop

During the workshop we will test, explore and discuss the Data Ethics Decision Aid framework developed by scholars at the Data School at Utrecht University.

Join as a tester with a relevant case project, where there are no strict requirements – only your eagerness to test the tool on your data and ethics-related project. Alternatively, you can join as a participant/discussant, without the need for an ongoing project.

Time
20 October, 09.30-14.00, including lunch. (It is also fine to join just for the morning session, but please let us know.)

Place
DigiMaker, Studenthuset, Campus Valla.

Pre-register your participation
Register to satenik.sargysan@liu.se by Oct. 6. Please indicate if you would be participating as a tester or a participant/discussant.

All are welcome!